
PROBLEM GENERAL SOLUTION
How can the volume of the kit  be adjusted on 
THF*5 system?

The volume level is taken from the volume setting on the phone. 
To change the volume just change the volume setting of the 
phone itself. Only change the volume level of the phone with the 
phone in the cradle and in 'hands-free' mode to ensure that you 
are changing the handsfree profile setting.(THF35 can also be 
adjusted using the remote control)

Phone charges but doesn't switch into hands-
free mode

Probably due to the phone settings being incorrect. Some phones 
need to be setup for hands-free mode before they will work with 
the THF kit. Refer to phone owners manual on how to do this.

THF kit is not working at all (no charge & no 
hands-free mode)

Probably a problem with the installation - please refer to relevant 
section of trouble-shooting guide

Reception problems - bad sound quality Probably due to microphone and antenna wires being bundled 
together. This can interfere with the sound quality of the system 
and should be avoided. Ensure that microphone and antenna 
wires are kept apart especially if bundled. 

No full duplex communication Whether the THF kit will work as full duplex or half duplex is 
completely dependant on the phone and cannot be governed by 
the hands-free kit - thus it is not a fault with the THF kit if there is 
no full duplex communication. 
Full Duplex = Transmission of voice in 2 directions 
simultaneously. In other words the person in the car can talk to, 
and hear the other person talking at the same time
Half Duplex = Transmission of voice in 1 direction. In other 
words, only one person can talk at a time.

Some phones turn on when ignition is switched 
on, some phones don't - is this a fault?

This is not a fault. If the phone is switched off and in the cradle 
when the ignition is turned on the THF kits will try and turn the 
phone on. This will only work with some phones as others do not 
have the software capability in the phone to be able to 
communicate in the necessary way with the THF kit to be able to 
do this. Thus - this feature is dependant on the phone.

Some phones turn off when ignition is switched 
off, some phones don't is this a problem.

Some phones will automtically be switched off by the THF kit if left 
in the cradle after the ignition is turned off for more than 
approximately 60 secs.If the user wants to leave the phone in the 
cradle but doesn't want it to switch off then  they only need to 
press any button on the phone after ignition off and the phone will 
stay on, in hands-free mode and keep charging. Again, this 
feature is completely dependant on the phone and some phones 
will not operate in this manner

Some phones mute (only THF25 & THF35) the 
radio when any button is pressed and some 
phones don’t - why?

The THF system will mute the radio as soon as it receives a 
sound signal from the mobile phone. This means, if the phone 
profiles are set such that the phone makes a sound everytime a 
button is pressed, it will mute the radio every time a button is 
pressed. You can switch keypad tones off (in the handsfree 
profile) to stop this happening by changing the profiles of the 
phone (refer to phone owners manual)

General comments on phone profiles It is posisble to customise the way the phone acts when in hands-
free mode simply by changing the profile of the phone in the 
profiles menu. The best way to discover the possibilities is to use 
the phone owners manual to guide you through the different 
settings available for each phone.

The THF20-25 adaptor has been used to 
update a THF20 kit (using Motorola phone) to a 
THF25 kit. The system was working as a 
THF20 kit but is not working as a THF25 kit.

The THF20 kits fitted with Motorola cradles also have a special 
Motorola adaptor fitted to the ECU to make the cradle work. If the 
THF20-25 adaptor is fitted to the ECU this special Motorola 
adaptor must first be removed (even if the THF25 cradle is a 
Motorola cradle) and the THF20-25 adaptor should be connected 
directly into the THF20 ECU.
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PHONE PROBLEM ANSWER

General Why doesn't incoming call ring through THF 
speaker?

All Ericsson phones ring only through telephone loudspeaker

Automatic switching on/off of phone with 
ignition

Most Ericsson phones do not support this function

T68i Not functioning properly with THF kit The following needs to be done in order to activate thehands-free mode of the phone on 
some earlier software versions:
1/ Go to 'Settings' then 'Handsfree' then 'Handsfree type' and choose 'Automatic' 
(<?xml:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schmas-microsoft-com:office:office"/>)
2/ go back to 'Settings' then 'Voice Control' then switch on 'Magic Word' (in that Menu 
you can also switch from half- to full-duplex mode)

General Checking software version To check software version of Nokia phones press the following combination of phone 
keys:
                            *#0000#

6210 Phone doesn't go into hands-free mode 
(Not relevant for THF *5 only for 
THF10/20/30)

Check software version of phone - press *#0000# and version will come up on disply. If 
version is 5,56 then take phone to GSM retailer and get software update to version lower 
than 5,56. After downgrade, remove battery from phone for more than 5 mins. Kit should 
function after this. If SW-Downgrade is not possible swap cradle to 6310i (THF 20/30) 
for THF10 you would have to exchange the whole Kit. 

6600 Special things to know about the 
functionliaty of the 6600 in a THF kit

The software of the phone is such that it's behaviour in a hands-free kit is slightly 
different to that normally experienced. The differences are as losted below:
- When a call comes in, the ringing tone will be heard in the phone not in the 
loudspeaker.
 - No special hfk symbol appears on the phone display when in the cradle
 - The background light switches off.
 - No Radio Mute when call comes in during the ringing tone. As soon as you answer the 
call then the radio will mute.

6230 Phone doesn’t go into hands-free mode 
when placed in the THF kit

The phone has a special setting 'Ignition Detector' in the phone menu that must first be 
activated before the phone will funciton in the hands-free kit. This can be found in the 
'Enhancement settings' menu which is a sub-menu of the 'Settings' menu. Note that this 
can only be set-up when the phone is actually in the THF kit.

S55/C55/M55 Radio is on permanent mute with phone in 
cradle

Check software of phone - press *#06# and the display will come up with 'info'. Press 
key under 'info and software version will appear. 
This is a problem that will occur on all phones with software version under version 16. 
Phone should be taken to GSM retailer and software update to version higher than 
version 16. After update, remove battery from phone for more than 5 mins. Kit should 
function after this.

v300 / 400 / 500 / 525 Phone will not operate with the hands-free 
kit

Phone must first be switched into 'Auto Handsfree Mode'. This can be done through the 
'Settings' menu of the mobile phone. Please refer to mobile phone owners manual for 
further details.

MOTOROLA

SIEMENS
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On discovering that a hands-free kit is not functioning properly the following checks should always be 
conducted before further investigation is started.

Is it a Toyota THF kit? Fit a Toyota THF kit

Is the vehicle ignition switched on or to ACC? Turn vehicle ignition on or to ACC

Is the mobile telephone switched on? Turn mobile telephone on

Has the phone been placed correctly in the 
holder?

Place phone correctly in holder (ensure any 
'dummy' plugs are removed from phone)

Has the phone cradle been placed correctly 
in the hang-up cup?

Place cradle correctly in hang-up cup

Have the phone settings been set for 
'handsfree' according to phone owners 
manual (required on some phones)?

Read phone owners manual and set 
accordingly (also see phone software section 
of this trouble shooting guide)

Are all connection points on phone clean and 
unobstructed?

Clean terminals and ensure no obstructions - 
terminals should be cleaned using 
compressed air and a small dry brush. If this 
doesn't work then disconnect vehicle 
battery and clean contacts using alcohol 
based substace such as Heptane. Do not 
reconnect battery until contacts are 
completely dry!

Use another cradle (that you know works) 
and check if the system works with this new 
cradle. Does the system work?

Initial checks completed - go to relevant 
section of trouble shooting guide for further 
instructions related to specific problems

Re-check customer  phone settings to 
ensure that they are set-up to allow 
handsfree mode (refer to phone owners 
manual). Re-insert the phone and the cradle 
into the kit, does system now work?

Probable faulty cradle, replace cradle with 
new part.

THF Kit okay
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PROBLEM ONE: PHONE NOT CHARGING AND NOT SWITCHING TO HANDS-FREE MODE

After conducting the initial checks mentioned at the front of this trouble-shooting guide, the following steps should be taken:

Is the ignition ON or switched to ACC? Switch ignition to ON or ACC

Are the fuses okay and fitted correctly? Replace fuses

Are all connectors of the THF kit correctly 
inserted?

Insert the connectors correctly

Is power getting to the 4-pin connector of the 
wiring harness? Voltage should read 11V on 
pins 2 & 4 of the 4-pin Molex connector (see 
figure *) with key in ACC position (THF25/35 
only)

Is the wiring harness connected to the 
vehicle wiring correctly -please use 
schematic at end of this guide for general 
connection overview?

Connect wiring harness correctly

Are the connectors on the wiring harness in 
good condition with all terminals securely in 
place and are all wires in good condition?

Replace wiring harness

THF Kit okay - Check vehicle wiring for 
problem with power source

Re-check - Is the wiring harness (PZ456-
0029*-00) connector inserted into the ECU 
correctly?

Insert the connector correctly

If you have already checked the system 
with another phone cradle that you know 
works and system still does not function 
then there is a problem with the main kit - 
replace main kit.
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PROBLEM TWO: PHONE CHARGING BUT NOT SWITCHING TO HANDS-FREE MODE

If all checks mentioned in the first section of this trouble-shooting guide (checking of phone settings etc) have been 
conducted then it is likely that there is either a software issue between the phone and the kit or more likely a problem
with one of the components in the kit. 

Use another cradle (that you know works) 
and check if the system works with this new 
cradle. Do you get the same problem 
occurring?

Replace Main Kit

Replace cradle - does this solve the 
problem?

Return faulty cradle under warranty

Check software version of phone and 
report problem to TMME via NMSC

Some very early phone software versions may have a compatibility issue with the THF kits. The software version of the 
phone can be checked at any mobile phone retailer and they will also normally upgrade to the latest version for free. 
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PROBLEM THREE: PHONE SWITCHING TO HANDS-FREE MODE BUT NO SOUND CAN BE HEARD THROUGH THE 
VEHICLE SPEAKERS WHEN USED (THF25 & THF35 ONLY)

Please note that when using a THF25 or THF35 system, the vehicle audio should mute and all audio signals from the 
THF kit will be heard only in the passenger side front speaker. The kits will not mute the navi system if it is fitted - this 
will continue to come through the drivers side front speaker even when using the hands-free kit.

After conducting the initial checks mentioned at the front of this trouble-shooting guide, the following steps should be taken:

Is system connected as shown in wiring 
schematic (see figure *)?

Connect system correctly

Does front passenger speaker function 
properly with radio?

Refer to vehicle repair manual and repair 
speaker

Replace Main Kit
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PROBLEM FOUR: PERSON ON OTHER END OF LINE CANNOT HEAR ANYTHING THE PERSON IN THE 
VEHICLE IS SAYING

After conducting the initial checks mentioned at the front of this trouble-shooting guide, the following steps should be taken:

Re-check: is microphone connected 
properly?

Connect microphone correctly

Is microphone located in position indicated in 
installation manual?

Re-position microphone according to manual

If all other functions are operating then 
Replace Microphone. If not then please 
go to relevant sections of this trouble 
shooting guide
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PROBLEM FIVE: ECHO PROBLEM DURING PHONE CONVERSATION

It should be noted that it is possible to occasionally get a bad connection with a mobile phone line that can lead to echo and which has nothing to do with the hands-free kit. 
It is only a possible problem with the kit if the echo is experienced consistently by the user.

After conducting the initial checks mentioned at the front of this trouble-shooting guide, the following steps should be taken:

Is the microphone installed in the 
location indicated in the installation 
manual (if not then it could be picking up 
the audio from the speaker)?

Re-install the microphone in the 
correct position

Is the antenna installed in the location 
indicated in the manual (if not then the 
system could be picking up GSM 
radiation in the vehicle)?

Re-install the antenna in the correct 
position

Is the microphone installed securely? Secure the microphone

Are antenna wire and microphone wire 
bundled and routed together?

Turn the telephone volume down - 
does this stop the problem? 

Are the windows or doors open? If so 
close them - does this stop the problem?

Replace 
Main Kit

Re-route microphone and antenna 
wire to ensure they are not routed 
together (check installation manual 
for routing of both wires). 
Microphone wire and antenna wire 
should NOT be routed together or 
bundled together as this can lead to 
interference on the line.

THF Kit is okay THF Kit is okay
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PROBLEM SIX: LOUD BACKGROUND NOISE OR INTERFERENCE DURING CONVERSATION (EXPERIENCED BY PERSON
ON OTHER END OF LINE)

Please consider that it is possible that sometimes there could be noise on the line because it is simply a bad connection and is not the fault of 
the hands-free kit. If the problem occurs all the time then it will be a problem with the hands-free kit and the following steps should be taken:

After conducting the initial checks mentioned at the front of this trouble-shooting guide, the following steps should be taken:

Is the microphone installed in the location 
indicated in the installation manual?

Re-install the microphone in the correct 
position

Is the antenna installed in the location 
indicated in the manual (if not then the 
system could be picking up GSM radiation in 
the vehicle)?

Re-install the antenna in the correct position

Are antenna wire and microphone wire 
bundled and routed together?

Is the window open or is heater fan/air-
conditioning on?

Microphone is defective - 
Replace microphone

Re-route microphone and antenna wire to 
ensure they are not routed together 
(check installation manual for routing of 
both wires). Microphone wire and 
antenna wire should NOT be routed 
together or bundled together as this can 
lead to interference on the line.

Shut the window and turn off heater fan/air-
conditioning
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PROBLEM SEVEN: NO RECEPTION

Note, there will always be some areas where it is impossible to get a GSM connection due to the lack of GSM phone 
masts in the area.

After conducting the initial checks mentioned at the front of this trouble-shooting guide, the following steps should be taken:

Are you sure you are in an area where it is 
possible to get mobile phone reception?

Move to area where it is possible to get 
mobile phone reception

Is the external antenna connected properly? Connect external antenna properly

Does the visible field strength on the antenna 
stay the same or increase on the mobile 
phone when it switches into hands-free 
mode?

If field strength decreases - Replace 
antenna

THF Kit is okay
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